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So, back to today. Imagine yourself as a editor
editing video. While you are preparing the story
about what you want to say, you need to do the
planning. And you are glad to find the tool to
help you in pre-arranging the frame before
editing. I have always think that video editing
software should be like the concert hall. Without
backstage, no concert; no concert can be
success. Although the new video editing tool is
not conceptually new, it is showing the great
potential in the computer and technology field,
which will certainly stay for long for the video
editing. About the author: Senior Student of
Media and Communication School of Visual Arts,
Xi'an Jiaotong University The quality of the new
software, particularly the timeline, is still not
satisfied, and its feature is still evolving. It
seems the software is more than the earlier if we
could see what is being done by the company. In
fact, there is a year of questions about the
quality of the new software. On the official
weibo, there is still discussion about the timeline
movement. Some reported the movement in
Timelines slow and without precise. Some still
reported the system is stable and contains the
function of other editing software. I think the
video editing tools make us realize the media is
the production of all of us, and that media have
been transformed the process of thinking. The
line represents the time dimension, and the not-
line represents the space dimension. The new
software does change the traditional concept of
video media, but make it more familiar. But the
good news, the video is going to keep for long.
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